C4470  CHINA WHITE  (USA/HONG KONG, 1991)

Credits: director, Ronny Yu ; writers, F. W. Silleroy, Victor Hon.
Cast: Billy Drago, Russell Wong, Steven Leigh, Lisa Schrage.
Summary: Action/thriller set in contemporary Amsterdam. Scalia (Drago) is a Mafiosi trying to force his way into the rich heroin traffic in Amsterdam. His chief competitors are a pair of Chinese brothers (Wong and Leigh). Scalia uses a rival Vietnamese gang to attack the Chinese then abandons them when they allow the Chinese brothers to escape. The Vietnamese are wiped out in the Chinese counterattack. There is a love affair between a Dutch female undercover cop (Schrage), who is after Scalia, and one of the Chinese brothers and then Scalia and the Chinese manage to kill each other off.